




Fantasy Handouts 
Menus

by Philip Reed

The three pages that follow each present a single menu that you can use for 
any tavern or inn in your campaign. Each menu offers a slightly different 
selection of foods (and prices) . . . just like in the real world. These menus 
can either be used as presented or as the inspiration for menus of your own 
creation.

While presented in color, these menus can easily be printed in black & 
white by simply selecting the grayscale option in your print monitor.

The material in this PDF is systemless, meaning that it can be used with 
almost any fantasy roleplaying game.
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water............................................................................1.copper.piece/mug
goat’s.milk................................................................... 2.copper.pieces/mug
orcbreath.ale............................................................... 2.copper.pieces/mug
fine.ale........................................................................ 4.copper.pieces/mug
night’s.swallow.beer.................................................... 6.copper.pieces/mug
pitchers.of.ale.and.beer.available.on.request.................... ask.your.waitress
wine.available.on.request................................................ ask.your.waitress

hard.bread.roll..................................................................... 1.copper.piece
bowl.of.jelly.spread............................................................... 2.copper.pieces
rice.dish............................................................................... 3.copper.pieces
chicken.pie.and.boiled.egg.................................................... 4.copper.pieces
bread.bowl.with.vegetable.soup........................................... 5.copper.pieces
steak.pie.and.bean.soup....................................................... 6.copper.pieces
chunk.of.aged.cheese............................................................. 9.copper.pieces
lambchop.with.cabbage.soup...................................................1.silver.piece
venison.steak.with.cheese.block............................................. 2.silver.pieces
thick.steak.chunk.with.greens............................................... 3.silver.pieces

house.pie,.ask.waitress.for.today’s.pie.................................... 5.copper.pieces
cookie.platter........................................................................ 5.copper.pieces
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Breads and Cheeses
Corn Muffin .........................................................1 Copper Piece
Loaf of Brown Bread ............................... 3 Copper Pieces
Loaf of Elvish Moonmeal ...................6 Copper Pieces
Hunk of Goat’s Cheese ....................................1 Silver Piece
Hunk of Western Spiced Cheese ....... 3 Silver Pieces

Fish
Catfish Pie ..........................................................3 Copper Pieces
Seasoned Sturgeon ................................. 4 Copper Pieces
Salmon Meal* ......................................................... 1 Silver Piece

Meat Meals
Chicken Meal* ......................................................2 Silver Pieces
Lamb Meal* ............................................................3 Silver Pieces
Steak Meal* ............................................................ 4 Silver Pieces
Venison Meal* ..................................................... 4 Silver Pieces

Beverages
Thick Ale, mug ................................................3 Copper Pieces
Dwarven Ale, mug .................................... 4 Copper Pieces
Foarar’s Beer, mug .................................... 4 Copper Pieces
Thick Ale, pitcher ................................................. 1 Silver Piece
House Beer, pitcher ........................................2 Silver Pieces
Elvish Fine Wine, mug ........................... 8 Copper Pieces
Elvish Fine Wine, bottle .............................5 Silver Pieces

Desserts
Ginger Cookie .................................................... 1 Copper Piece
Elvish Bread, slice ........................................2 Copper Pieces
Blueberry Pie, slice .....................................3 Copper Pieces
Peppermint Twist ..................................... 4 Copper Pieces

*All meals include biscuits, cheese, and a mug of cool water drawn from our private well.
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apple 1 copper
beef fritter 1 copper
boiled egg 1 copper
cookie 1 copper
corn muffin 1 copper
poached egg 1 copper
sweet pastry 1 copper
loaf of yesterday’s bread 2 copper
vegetable stew 2 copper
apple pie 3 copper
bowl of nuts 3 copper
fresh bread loaf 3 copper
chicken pie 3 copper
fried fish 3 copper
pork pie 3 copper
boiled lamb 4 copper
bowl of raisins 4 copper
eel soup 4 copper
hunk of goat cheese 5 copper
crayfish tails 5 copper
steak pie 5 copper

chocolate square 8 copper
chunk of chicken 9 copper
turkey leg 9 copper
chunk of steak, small 1 silver
hunk of fine cheese 1 silver
lambchop 1 silver
venison steak 2 silver
chunk of steak, large 3 silver

mug of goat’s milk 1 copper
mug of cow’s milk 2 copper
mug of black ale 4 copper
mug of dwarven ale 5 copper
mug of lune beer 6 copper
mug of chocolate 1 silver
pitcher of black ale 1 silver
pitcher of dwarven ale 2 silver
pitcher of lune beer 2 silver
pitcher of house wine 3 silver
bottle of triste wine 9 gold
bottle of traurig wine 11 gold

Owner reserves right to refuse service to anyone.
Meals can be packaged for the road for a small fee.

Some items are seasonal; ask your waitress.
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The three pages that follow each present a single menu suitable for use in your campaign. 
Although each menu can be used for just about any pub, tavern, inn, and other such establishment 
in your campaign, the design and foods work best in the following ways:

Menu 1 
The quill design suggests a place of literacy. The establishment to which this menu belongs 

would most appropriately be located near a university, library, or other place of learning, near a 
center of government, or where there are lots of wizards. Remember that medieval establishments 
are very local (i.e. neighborhood or street) in their clientele; bards, sages, scribes, clerks, wizards 
and anyone else who makes their living with writing would be likely visitors. The menu itself 
is fairly basic suggesting that the establishment caters to low-level professionals and starving 
students rather than master wizards or high government officials.

Menu 2
The intertwined design of the side borders suggests a forest or at least outdoors motif. The 

establishment to which this menu belongs would most appropriately be located out in the 
countryside, far from a big city, and in or near a larger wood; a village inn or a way station would 
be very appropriate. The menu is heavily focused on things readily available out in the country 
and forest along with some basics from the nearby village and the proprietor’s personal garden 

Menu 3
This is a banquet or lavish dinner menu; it is appropriate for both an official banquet 

(i.e. the Baron’s Holiday Ball, the Mayor’s Reception, the Wizards Guild Annual, etc.) as well as 
for an exclusive (read: fancy) establishment (if you have to ask about the price, you can’t afford 
it). You may wish to personalize it with the crest of the individual/organization hosting the 
banquet. 

While presented in color, these menus can easily be printed in black & white by simply selecting the 
grayscale option in your print monitor.

Copyright © 2006 Michael Hammes. You may not distribute this document without 
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Bread & Pastries
Half-Dozen 

Barley Cakes
1 copper

Fruit Pie 2 copper
Meat Pastry 3 copper
Round Of 

Bread
1 copper

drink
Ale 4 copper
Beer 2 copper
Mead 6 copper
House Wine 1 silver

incidentals
Seasonal Fruit 1 copper
Seasonal 

Vegetables
1 copper

Slice of Cheese 2 copper

Meat
Boiled Beef 2 silver
Broiler 1 silver
Catch Of  

the Day
varies

Egg 1 copper
Slice of Mutton 1 silver
Slice of Bacon 2 copper

souP
Ox-Tail Broth 2 copper
Pottage 3 copper
Soup of  

the Day
3 copper to 5 
copper
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Apple Cider .............................................................................2 coppers
Short Mead ............................................................................2 coppers
Honey Mead ............................................................................3 coppers
Spice Mead ............................................................................4 coppers
Apple Brandy.............................................................................1 silver
Apple Wine .............................................................................5 coppers
Goat Milk ...............................................................................2 coppers
Goat Cheese ............................................................................4 coppers

Bread ........................................................................................2 coppers
Mixed Greens .........................................................................2 coppers
Garden Vegetables ..................................................................4 coppers

Egg ............................................................................................2 coppers
Frittata.......................................................................................3 coppers
Fish Stew ...............................................................................4 coppers
Goat Sausage ........................................................................3 coppers 
Goat Stew ..............................................................................4 coppers
Humble Pie ..............................................................................3 coppers
Rabbit Stew ...........................................................................5 coppers
Rabbit ........................................................................................8 coppers
Venison Stew .........................................................................6 coppers
Venison ..........................................................................................2 silver
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Constants
Butter a Fine Ale a Fresh Bread 
Fresh Cheese a Fruit Preserves

Course The First
Field Greens a Onion Soup a Roast Pheasant

Seasoned Beef a Smoked Haddock

Course The Second
Cabbage Soup a Stewed Chicken 
Honey Cakes with Strawberry Jam

Course The Intermediate
Marinated Spit Roasted Pig with Orange Glaze

Entertainment

Course The Third
Sautéed Garden Vegetables

Roast Seasoned Beef In Wine Sauce

Course The Fourth
Sweet Fruits a Sweet Cakes

Spiced Wine
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Fantasy Handouts 
Pardons

by Philip Reed

Inside this release in the Fantasy Handouts series you will find three 
pardons, documents that absolve the bearer of any prior crime. As with 
many such documents, their true value is in the fact that they do not bear 
the name of any individual so that anyone in possession of one of these 
documents may attempt to pass himself off as the rightful owner.

The first pardon is especially valuable since it is a palimpsest. A palimpsest 
is a document created from a prior document that has been washed and 
most of the writing scraped off. What, exactly, the faint writings under 
the pardon say is left to the imagination of the GM. The prior document 
could have been a love letter, a merchant’s inventory list, or even a magical 
secret. 

The last pardon is written in a wizard’s script. For those characters that may 
read such text, a translation has been included.

While presented in color, these menus can easily be printed in black & 
white by simply selecting the grayscale option in your print monitor.

The material in this PDF is systemless, meaning that it can be used with 
almost any fantasy roleplaying game.

Copyright © 2006 Philip Reed. You may not distribute this document without 
permission of the publisher. 

Ronin Arts and the Ronin Arts logo are trademarks of Philip Reed and Christopher 
Shy. For more information on Ronin Arts, and Ronin Arts’ sister company, Studio 
Ronin, please visit www.roninarts.com and www.studioronin.com.
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Lansdale Athelstane,
Servant of the King

On this seventh day of the year of flowers,

 Be it hereby known that the bearer of this paper is absolved 
and pardoned of all crimes against king and country. As  
granted by my rightful and respected place as the king’s chosen  
jailer and executioner, the king has decreed that this poor soul is 
innocent and free to continue his life.

 Furthermore, any who so harms or hinders the bearer of 
this paper for past misdeeds shall be subject to the king’s 
punishment. Failure to honor and respect the king’s commands 
is punishable by hanging.
 
 The king’s seal, below, makes this paper binding law that 
must be followed by all subjects of the king.
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	 By	decree	of	the	master	of	the	watch,	he		
that	has	committted	past	crimes	is	forgiven	of	
those	crimes	and	sins	and	is	once	again	a	legal	
citizen	of	the	realm,	due	all	rights	and	priveliges	
such	citizens	enjoy.

	 As	sworn	and	witnessed	by	soldiers	of	the	
watch	on	this	first	moon	of	the	season,

Jacob Oddswell
Reekas Helmtop

Oswald	Bitterson
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He that holds
this document

is forever forgiven
for the harm
he has caused
the wizards

of the realm.

Be it 
Known,
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this document
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for the harm
he has caused
the wizards

of the realm.
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The pages that follow each present a ransom note for use in your campaign designed as a springboard 
for a single adventure or a mini-campaign. 

For your convenience the entire text of each ransom note is editable so that you may change as little or 
as much of the details as necessary to fit your game.

Chivalrous Ransom Note 
It was not unknown for individuals taken prisoner in the Middle Ages (at least knights and nobles) 

to be allowed to ransom themselves. In fact, the root of “ransom” is the Latin redemptio = “buying back.” 
The most famous medieval ransom may be the ransom of King Richard I of England from Duke Leopold 
V of Austria. This ransom note plays on that as the individual being held for ransom is considered a “guest” 
and, especially if it is a commonly accepted custom, the individual holding the “guest” may not necessarily 
be evil (in fact, a Lawful Good paladin would think it a duty to ransom an enemy captured in battle rather 
than simply killing him).

Misspelled Ransom Note
This ransom note suggests amateur and uneducated thugs and is appropriate for everything from low-

level rogues to opportunistic bandits to humanoids. Whether the included finger is actually the ransomed 
individual’s or not is open to debate.

NOTE: As an added touch of humor when you print this page write a larger amount over the amount 
included.

Polite Yet Cruel Ransom Note
Instead of straight cash, this ransom note demands a specific item in the heroes’ possession. This item 

should be one the heroes fought hard to obtain, preferably against efforts by the undersigned and her 
henchmen (especially Childean Hammersmith) to do likewise.

Ambitious Ransom Note
Anyone can hold an individual for ransom, but an entire village? Why not? Of course the villagers 

can’t (or won’t) pay and so the heroes have to come to the rescue. 

Concise Ransom Note
This ransom note is most likely targeted at a wealthy individual (i.e. merchant, noble, official, etc.). The 

heroes may be hired by the individual or may somehow intercept the note and decide to become involved.

Task Ransom Note
Rather than giving up money, the heroes (or someone else) must perform a specific task in order to win 

the release of the hostages, in this case bringing back a prince who was forced into exile due to the heroes’ 
actions.

Copyright © 2006 Michael Hammes. You may not distribute this document without permission of the 
publisher. 
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Fantasy Handouts 
Wanted Posters

by Philip Reed
Product review and feedback by Mark Gedak

The six pages that follow each present a single wanted poster that the 
gamemaster can print and use, either as the starting point for an adventure 
or simply as background flavor to help add depth to his campaign.

UPDATE: You can now edit the reward values in this PDF. Simply select 
the price and change it to suit your needs.  Please note that you will not be 
able to save your changes unless you own a full PDF editing program, but 
you will be able to print your changed poster.

While presented in color, these wanted posters can easily be printed 
in black & white by simply selecting the grayscale option in your print 
monitor.

The material in this PDF is systemless, meaning that it can be used with 
almost any fantasy roleplaying game.

Copyright © 2006 Philip Reed. You may not distribute this document without 
permission of the publisher. 

Some artwork by The Forge, used with permission.

Ronin Arts and the Ronin Arts logo are trademarks of Philip Reed and Christopher 
Shy. For more information on Ronin Arts, and Ronin Arts’ sister company, Studio 
Ronin, please visit www.roninarts.com and www.studioronin.com.
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WANTED!
Alec Ian Dieb

Wanted Alive! Reward!

For theft, destruction of property, and other crimes  
against the good people of Troyes.

Warning: Dieb is a skilled swordsman and ex-mercenary.
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Wanted Alive! Reward!

For theft, destruction of property, and other crimes  
against the good people of Troyes.

Warning: Dieb is a skilled swordsman and ex-mercenary.



Reward!!!
Alister Quinn

Wanted Dead or Alive

This vile scoundrel is wanted for crimes against the  
kind merchant Luisa Salazar and her family.

Quinn is a drunkard and liar. He is most often
found in a tavern or other place of drink.
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This vile scoundrel is wanted for crimes against the  
kind merchant Luisa Salazar and her family.

Quinn is a drunkard and liar. He is most often
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WANTED!
Ziv the Dark

Reward Offered!

This practitioner of necromantic magic is hereby sentenced  
to death by the people of GrandLynn.

Wanted for practicing dark arts in the city limits.
Wanted for robbing graves.

Wanted for murder.
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Escaped Thief
Nadim Mura

Wanted Alive!

Nadim Mura escaped the city jail before final punishment  
could be administered. Mura is identifiable by his  

missing left hand.

Nadim Mura is wanted for final punishment by the  
citizens of Gefangnis.
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WANTED
Gilberto Bolino

Wanted Alive!

Wanted for murder, arson, rape, fraud,  
and other crimes to vile to mention.

Bolino operates as a highwayman along the road between  
Gefangnis and Troyes. Take care, as he is often accompanied  

by a band of rogues.
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Escaped Slave
Rabadan’s Gijs

Wanted Alive!

Personal property of Kubik Rabadan has abandoned his master.

Gijs, slave of Kubik Rabadan, is wanted alive.  
Rabadan resides in the city of GrandLynn.
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Fantasy Handouts 
Wanted Posters 2

by Philip Reed

The seven pages that follow each present a single wanted poster that the 
gamemaster can print and use, either as the starting point for an adventure 
or simply as background flavor to help add depth to his campaign.

UPDATE: You can now edit the reward values in this PDF. Simply select 
the price and change it to suit your needs.  Please note that you will not be 
able to save your changes unless you own a full PDF editing program, but 
you will be able to print your changed poster.

While presented in color, these wanted posters can easily be printed 
in black & white by simply selecting the grayscale option in your print 
monitor.

The material in this PDF is systemless, meaning that it can be used with 
almost any fantasy roleplaying game.

Copyright © 2006 Philip Reed. You may not distribute this document without 
permission of the publisher. 

Some artwork in this book is ©2005 Team Frog Studios, used by permission.

Ronin Arts and the Ronin Arts logo are trademarks of Philip Reed and Christopher 
Shy. For more information on Ronin Arts, and Ronin Arts’ sister company, Studio 
Ronin, please visit www.roninarts.com and www.studioronin.com.
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IMPOSTER!
Sonya Minsky

Must Deliver Alive!

Wanted for impersonating Gladrial Schuchterr,  
sorceress of Gefangnis.

The people of Gefangnis have sentenced this woman to ten  
years in the dungeons for the harm caused by her lies.
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sorceress of Gefangnis.

The people of Gefangnis have sentenced this woman to ten  
years in the dungeons for the harm caused by her lies.



Wanted Dead
Kjell Lundgren

Reward for His Death Only

Wanted by the citizens of GrandLynn for fraud.

Lundgren is a liar and a cheat. 
Often accompanied by Dinos Cepeda.
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Lundgren is a liar and a cheat. 
Often accompanied by Dinos Cepeda.



Reward Offered
Hexkar Orcson

Wanted Alive

Half-orcish criminal wanted for the murder of twelve 
citizens of Troyes. Very dangerous.

Be wary of this criminal. He is strong and  
skilled with numerous weapons.
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Half-orcish criminal wanted for the murder of twelve 
citizens of Troyes. Very dangerous.

Be wary of this criminal. He is strong and  
skilled with numerous weapons.



WANTED!
Sir Khoury

Wanted Alive and Unharmed

Knight of the Crossed Swords, Sir Maxwell Khoury is wanted  
for questioning in the theft of the Troyes Amulet.

Khoury is wanted for questioning only and is not a suspect.
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Dangerous Killer
Ak Wolfshead

Wanted Dead or Alive!

Foreign warrior of the southern jungles, Wolfshead is 
wanted for the murder of Elizabeth Kocyk.

Wolfshead is extremely dangerous. 
Approach with extreme caution.
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Wanted!
Motka Andriv

Wanted Alive!

Wanted for the assassination of Kent Tibbles, Lord of GrandLynn 
and for spreading lies and rumors about the leaders of the city.

Andriv is a towering, giant of a man, a barbarian from the 
northern wastes. Beware his sword.
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Wanted Alive
Dinos Cepeda

Wanted Alive!

Wanted by the citizens of GrandLynn for association with 
a terrible liar and criminal.

Companion to Kjell Lundgren, Cepeda is a fat, aging man 
that is known for his cowardice.
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The six pages that follow each present a single wanted poster that the 
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or simply as background flavor to help add depth to his campaign.
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While presented in color, these wanted posters can easily be printed 
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monitor.
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REWARD!
Koenraad Hoek

Wanted Dead or Alive!

Villain responsible for the Hexwitch Tower burning.

Hoek has murdered dozens of citizens, summoned demonic 
creatures within the city walls, and is a vile, evil man.
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Wicked Criminal
Oleg the Corrupt

Reward Offered!

Former commander of the watch, wanted for treason.

Oleg Deveau, commonly known as Oleg the Corrupt, 
is wanted for murdering his squad and for treason.
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WANTED!
Kate Scot

Wanted Dead!

Wanted for the kidnapping and murder of  
the child of Lady Elizabeth.

This foul witch is wanted for the murder of dozens of children.
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Killer Sought
Midnight Xees

Wanted Dead or Alive!

This elvish liar and murderer has escaped  
nine times from six different cities.

Xees is a known spellcaster and master of disguise.
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Hardened Killer
Zhazhda Oil

Reward for His Head!

Murderer of Felghaunt the Wise. 

Oil is also wanted for the murder of seventeen others.
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Wanted
Once Prince Stian

Wanted Alive and Unharmed!

Formerly Prince of the Realm, Stian is wanted  
for questioning in the missing royal treaures.

The Once Prince is suspected to have stolen an  
unimaginable amount of treasure from the royal vaults.  

He may be accompanied by like-minded thieves.
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	Header: Wanted Dead or Alive
	Name: Character Name
	Info Block 2: Information about the character.
	Info Block 1: Information about the character.
	Reward: Information about the reward.
	Info Block 3: Information about the character.
	Text1: Greetings Friend,     Currently Lord Oliver is a guest of mine and will enjoy my hospitality until such time that a ransom in the amount of 500 buckets of gold is delivered to me.      As an assurance Lord Oliver is indeed in my company I have enclosed his signet ring.                                                 Sincerely yours,                                                        Baron Cumberland
	Text2: We haf yer frind.Bring 1,000 pieces of gold to te scard oak befor midnite or yer frind gits it.Te shew we ar seriosz we kut hiz fingr off. Iff we dont git te gold yer frind wil b haked up in to litel picez.
	Text3: Hello Friend,  Such a shame it has come to this but your actions leave me with no alternative.   I have had your father kidnapped and buried alive in a box and will only return him to you unharmed if you deliver unto me the Chalice Of Morgaine you continue to hold in your possession despite it being rightfully mine.  Once you have agreed to hand over the Chalice, contact my agent Childean Hammersmith in Lockwood who will deliver it unto me. Once the Chalice is in my possession I will relate the knowledge of your father’s location to Childean who will in turn relate it to you.  Please bear in mind that your father has only so long to live, so I bid you make due haste. Furthermore, I am no fool and any attempts at trickery will surely result in the slow and agonizing death of your dear father.                                                           Regrettably yours,                                                                         Elsa DuMalice
	Text4: To The Good Citizens of Lancastle:     I, General Lucius Grandicus, King of Bandits, demand a payment of 10,000 pieces of gold to bypass your picturesque village rather than turning it into a smoldering ruin.     If you agree to my terms send a signal of black smoke within two days from your town hall chimney and leave the payment at the Old Mill at first light the following morning so that my men can pick it up.     I warn you no tricks, or my vengeance will be fierce!                            Sincerely,                                 General Lucius Grandicus III
	Text5: If you ever want to see your daughter alive again you will drop 15,000 sovereigns into the Old Well before midnight tomorrow. Don’t try anything stupid, or we’ll send her back to you in pieces.                                              The Crimson Hand 
	Text6: How are you friends?    It’s been a while, hasn’t it? From what I’ve heard things have worked out well for you. Wish I could say the same. But that doesn’t really matter right now because you are going to make things right by killing the King for me.    Now I know this isn’t really to your taste so I decided to provide a little incentive for you: my agents have kidnapped your families and, if you care to see them alive again, you’ll do what I ask.    I should warn you my agents will be watching you at all times and should you dawdle or attempt to betray me your families’ lives will be forfeit.                Yours in exile,                      Prince Nahir
	Text8: 12 gold for the corpse of said villain will be paid by Salazar. If delivered alive only 6 gold will be paid.
	Text9: The people of GrandLynn will pay 75 gold coins for Ziv the Dark as long as he is alive and in good health.
	Text10: 45 gold coins will be given to any man that delivers this escaped thief to the Gefangnis jail.
	Text11: 100 gold coins is offered by the people of Gefangnis and Troyes for this criminal.
	Text12: 15 gold coins is offered for the return or Gijs unharmed. If damaged, Rabadan will press changes against he that injured his property.
	Text13: 45 gold coins is offered for Andriv alive and unharmedso that he may face trial in GrandLynn.
	Text7: 56 gold to he that delivers the rogue to Lord Fonteneau, chief jailer of Troyes.
	Text14: Bring Cepeda unharmed to the Wicked Eyefor a reward of 7 gold coins.


